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I. Introduction 

Cricket is bat and ball team game as information available its first being played in southern of England in 16th 

century. By the time of the 18th century cricket become popular and national sports of England and as sport 

cricket is played globally across 106 members states of International cricket council having worldwide around 

1.5 billion (2012-2013). In everybody life everyone will be liking one another sport. Where most of the Indians 

choose their sport as cricket. In most of the places in India cricket is well knows to everyone. The sport we will 

choose must be excited, interesting, thrilling where all we get in the cricket has covered from 3 years old people 

to 70-year-old people. Nowadays in India people treat cricket as reason for get together where all family 

members sit together to watch their respective favorite player match and enjoy it.  

In some other context the popularity gained by cricket is might because of gambling, in India it is sport in which 

lot of money flow like water. There are lot of cases and incidence do happen and over 3,00,000 crores of money 

flow in cricket gambling. Where all sport is about to win. And every audience will be excited about the team 

performance or individual player performance. So the predicated results can satisfy the audience to somewhat 

extent that he will come to know the predication about matches and players which give him more excite to 

watch the player or player performance.  

Fantasy sports and prediction we are predicting is just a game of skill and is not related to sports betting or 

gambling. So on fantasy games sites, users are NOT betting or gambling on any outcome of any match, an 

action that requires no skill. Instead users are choosing players that represent the user's own sports team, and 

competing against the teams of other sports fans to determine who has the highest skill and knowledge about 

which players will score the most points in a game the same knowledge we are providing to system along with 

data which will help us to predict the performance. Fantasy Cricket provides users an interface medium to 

connect with their favorite sport. The game usually appeals to people who are avid cricket fans. Since the game 

requires sound knowledge of which cricketers are in form and knowledge of how they will perform in match 

conditions. Basically you are given the experience of an actual Cricket team selector with you having to choose 

your team from the best players on offer. 

Bayesian classification is based on Bayes’ theorem which Studies comparing classification algorithms that have 

found a simple Bayesian classifier known as the naïve Bayesian classifier to be comparable in with decision tree 

and selected neural network classifiers performance. Bayesian classifiers have also exhibited high accuracy and 

speed when applied to large databases. Naïve Bayesian classifiers assume that the effect of an attribute value on 

a given class is independent of the values of the other attributes. This assumption is called class conditional 

independence. It is made to simplify the computations involved and, in this sense, is considered “naïve.” 

Bayesian belief networks are graphical models, which unlike naïve Bayesian classifiers, allow the representation 

of dependencies among subsets of attributes. Bayesian belief networks can also be used for classification. 

The main key feature of the Bayesian analysis is its likelihood function, which give the information about the 

parameters about the data, and another one is prior distribution which includes what is known about the 

parameters before observing data. Hence In our Cricket Fantasy with all the flexibility here user will be getting 

the chance to select team and getting the prediction. 

 

Abstract: Fantasy is word which mean lot in different fields. Fantasy Cricket is a part of the Fantasy Sports 

genre. It is an online game where you create a virtual team of real cricket players and score points depending 

on how your chosen players perform in real life matches. Where cricket is the top sport in India where 

everyone would like or play it, watch it and enjoy it. Technology is word which is leading the whole world 

and everyone migrating to it. Here also we are using the prediction and classification techniques to get 

prediction of the player or team performance. These methods will the data sets of cricket team or player 

depend on the methodology then prediction method will be applied to fulfill the fantasy of viewer or 

audience.  

Index Terms: Fantasy, Virtual Team, Prediction. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

From our survey, we found that there is very limited work is done on cricket game about machine learning 

work. Like cricket, there are some games having same attributes such as baseball. But then also there are some 

unique aspects for analysing cricket rules. Most of the study is done on cricket for analysing it is using statistical 

method. Further, there were had some work done for analysing cricket of test matches but not for One Day 

Internationals. 

This statistical research on cricket has been started at very early stage. In 1945, for showing total score they used 

wood which used the geometric distribution to fix the score on it [6]. This is not study on T20 but it has been 

starting phase of research in game of cricket. 

Bailey and Clarke studied about predicting result of T20 game which is in live mode i.e. game is in progress 

[10]. This is predicted using statistical models. In this article there is one interesting fact is that depending on 

resources like number of overs and batsmen left, it tells affect of game on final result. However, it is applicable 

for current match going. It will not predict in advance by calculating some previous matches records. 

Chedzoy conducted a study about issue of umpiring errors in cricket matches [11]. An umpire is one of the very 

important factor for final result in cricket matches. Decision of umpire can turn the matches. So, this article 

focuses on decision of umpiring and how it affect result of matches. This is also based on statistical approach 

model. It focuses only about how decision of umpire affects the match. 

Sparks and Abrahamson proposed one mathematical model to predict winner [14] in a game. This survey was 

conducted using machine learning techniques and it focused on baseball matches. This model employed in the 

national league and it correctly predicted winners as we see the award announcement. It matches predicted one 

and announcement one. It is implemented in the national league of baseball. 

Smith and Lipscomb [9] have done similar study for predicting CY Young award winner for baseball pitchers. 

Interestingly, one plus point is that in their research, they have found that Naive Bayses worked well. 

Bandulasiri [1] has proposed an interesting article on predicting the One Day International cricket match winner. 

In this article, author has used statistical methods for finding winning and important factors in T20 matches. 

Based on our results, we have explored the machine learning path, selected some popular classifier, and 

developed a software tool. This created tool will be very useful in predictive analysis in cricket. 

  

III. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

 
Figure 1. Architecture Framework 

A. Data Collection 

Research conducted by us on individual player performance in T20 is collected from yahoo.com. 

 

B. Betting Constraints 

Each player have some pre defend cost for each player, if one has to take him in his team means he has to pay 

that basic amount. The amount of the player is set based on the demand of the player. If both team owners 
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willing to purchase the same player, both has to bit for the player, one who pays more among two will purchase 

that particular player. 

Owners are authorized to set betting constraints, they can bet by overall match win or lose, or by runs scored in 

an over, or wickets taken by particular player. 

 

 

C. Betting Process 

In this stage the betting process will be taken action as player plays online. The data of online we will get it by 

yahoo server online. According to constraints set by the owners this process will run. 

 

D. Player performance prediction 

By analyzing player history and current situation we will predict who will win the match. Fig 2.0 will show the 

splitting of players in team A and team B(only India and South African players are considered). The result we 

got from applying Classification and Bayesian Theorem to the players current and past records. Bayes Theorem 

states that 

P(H|X)=P(X|H)P(H) 
                     P(X) . 

We are going to apply this formula on sample set of a particular player of particular team. 

Let, Player is X 

The current average of player ‘X’ is 58.60 

We have collected sample data of a player ‘X’ from a particular series to experiment our research. 

Let  A = runs scored by player ‘X’ above his average run  

B = runs scored by player ‘X’ below his average runs 

W = probability of win 

L = probability of loss 

P(A|W)=P(W|A)P(A) 

                   P(W) . 

 

Prediction of Runs at end of the innings  

Run score is depending on 2 factors 

1. Economy rate of opponent bowlers 

2. Average of Main batsman  

By taking an average economy rate of opponent bowlers we will get minimum run a team will score. Ex: 

economy of bowler A is 7.69, economy of bowler B is 8.25. each bowler bowled 3 overs each. The runs 

opponent batsman may score is (7.69*3)+(8.25*3) =  47.82 

By considering an average score of a batsman we can predict overall runs of an innings. 

A. Winner Declaration  

 As Result of our prediction Team A’s winning chance is 82.5%. Winning chances of team B is 17.5%.  

 
Figure 2. Prediction Results 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

In this article, we have addressed the problem of predicting the chances of victory in a cricket match. By 

analysing different attributes related to the game, we have been able to predict the winning criteria formulated 

using attributes from the dataset. This newly developed model could help the IPL franchises in auction to 

classify a player on his past performance and set his base price accordingly. It is a simple and an accurate 

mathematical approach used for classification of players using effective data mining algorithms. We have 

developed a software tool called FantasyCric based on our study. Thus we had designed algorithm for 

FantasyCric app and proposed a methodology to implement. 
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